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THE UNIQUE 
FORMULA ONE 
CRASH TRUCK 

terrain; 
* Full-floating axles are fully equipped 

with automatic slip control, electronic 
traction control, and active and passive 
ABS; 

* Brakes are highly tuned dual-circuit 
air brakes, with redundant air tanks and 
dryers; , 

* A monocoque integrated cockpit 
incorporates roll and crash protection 
with laminated and bonded windshield 
and side glasses, as well as a four-motor 
wet arm wiper system; 

* The cockpit interior boasts an 
upholstered finish, full plenum air 
conditioning with plenum defrosters, 
image enhancing CRT monitors for left 
right and rear views; 
* Optional Heads Up Display (HUD) 
can providefirefighting system updates, 
as well as other priority emergency 
information that the driver can see 
withouttakinghis/hereyesoff the road. 
With all the safety features built into the 
Jaguar, it is a wonder that the top 
speed is electronically limited to 85 mph 
(137kph) in its standard form. 

FIREFIGHTING CAPABILITIES: 
* The K/15 Jaguar carries 1500 gallons 

(6,OOOL) of water and 96 gallons (364L) 
of foam dispensed through a high 
efficiency computerised foam 
proportioning system; 

* Integral tank designs (as well as 
special manufacturing techniques) yield 
greater structural strength-to-load ratios 
than has been possible in the past. Great 

acceleration is smooth and you can feel 
the gentle push of the motor as the 
six-speed transmission goes through 
its gears. 

Before you know it you are over 
SOmph (Slkph). On the highway at 
60-65mph (97-105kph) the Jaguar will 
take the medium to long turns 'flatter' 
than many softly sprung cars. 

Bumps are almost unnoticed. When 
you apply the brakes, the vehicle is 
programmed to give a slight, 
programmed 'dive' for a positive 
feedback to the driver. Comments from 
users include: 

* The steering is excellent and the ride 
'silk smooth.
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* The Jaguar rides so smoothly yet the 
'lean' normally associated with other 
vehicles is not present! It goes around 
turns like a giant BMW M3. The quiet 
environment it offers is less stressful, 
a n d  one can drive in it all day. 
Conversations at normal levels can be 
heard. 

WHATCANITDO?TheK/15Jaguar 
is capable of speeds in excess of lOOmph 
(161kph), has a 600hp supercharged, 
turbocharged and intercooled V-8 
elect ronicdieselpowerplanl, a six-speed 
electronically controlled automatic 
transmission with factory programming, 
acoustically-tuned stainless steel 
turbo-resonators, plus electronic power 
divider. 

In addition to the obvious speed 
performance, the Jaguar has many 
standard service and safety features: 

* Stainless Steel quick  mount/ 
dismount structurally integrated fuel 
tank, with overturn protection; 

* A multi-battery electrical system, 
with isolated microprocessor protection, 
as well as onboard conditioner/chargers; 

* An integral automatic transmission/ 
transfer case, and computer controlled 
torque sensing differential; 

* 183" (4.648m) wheelbase, with 24R21 
high flotation super singles; 

* Dual hydraulic power steering 
system; 

* Hydro-pneumatic, computer 
-controlled active, reactive, interactive 
suspension system. At speed, the vehicle 
can lower and raise itself for off-road 
clearance. Onboard anti-lean and 
anti-dive stabilisers assist to constantly 
level the Jaguar, regardless of terrain. 
The Jaguar is capable of travelling over 
20-inch blocks at diagonally opposite 
ends. Automatic ride-rate adjustments 
at all wheel positions enhance the 
Jaguar's all-terrain tracking capabilities, 
without 

A radically new vehicle, the Colet 
K/15 Jaguar all-weather, all-terrain 
aircraft rescue and firefigh ting vehicle 
is being hailed as the most advanced 
crash vehicle in the market today. 
And the experts say it could be 
dominating the military fire scene for 
at least the next 20 years. 

The Jaguar can accelerate from 0 to 50 
mph (0 to 81 kph) in 17.8 seconds and 
combines maximum off-road capability 
with the ultimate in handling at speed 
thanks to a fully engineered, 
mission-specific Colet chassis. 

The vehicle shape is one where form 
follows function. The triangular shape's 
inherent strength dominates the 
cockpit's integrated crash cage/crew 
module which has been designed for 
frontal impact protection, and at the same 
time is capable of penetrating an airport 
perimeter fence. 

In the unlikely event of a rollover, this 
shape prevents violent gyrations of the 
vehicle (which could result as corners 
of a square cab dig into the ground) 
thereby lessening the chances of serious 
upper extremity injuries to the crew. The 
aerodynamic benefits are obvious and 
are combined with the utmost in 
practicality. 

The 'nose' houses the electronics and 
brains of the vehicle. One could call it a 
technical centre. It can be very 
comfortably accessed via a service hatch 
which opens from the bottom, allowing 
the technician to literally have the upper 
part of his body in the nose while 
standing on the ground. 

The vehicle can even be raised or 
lowered to suit the technician at the press 
of a button! All the vital systems of the 
vehicle are backed up and can be 
bypassed. 

All the glass panels in the cockpit are 
abonded and laminated type to maximise 
crew protection in a crash or possible hit 
from flying objects. The doors are 
cleverly designed, not only to keep from 
easily being blown around, but also to 
keep the crew from falling sideways 
during dismount. 

You have to deliberately exit in a 
manner that the fire scene is in view. 

These doors go outwards and back to 
act as a safety device, as well as allowing 
unobstructed access. 

In the construction of the vehicle, 
stainless steel is used throughout to 
battle the horrendous  corrosive 
problems associated with firefighting 
foams. The ultimate strength of stainless 
steel makes for a long life that far outlasts 
alternative constructions. 

THE HEART OF THE SYSTEM: At 
the heart of the system is an 
active-reactive, interactive 
computer-controlled suspension system 
which does not ride on steel springs. 
Instead it rides on air and hydraulic 
fluid which isolates road impacts and is 
hydraulically integrated with the 
chassis. Handling, off-road 
performance and control are awesome 
due to the advanced engineering of this 
vehicle  which  uses the natura l  
characteristics of hydraulics, unlike 
conventional on-highway ladder chassis 
which is at best  a ve r y  d i s t an t  
compromise. 

SUPERSTRONG CHASSIS: Although 
this chassis is more expensive to build, 
it is up to ten times stronger and lighter 
and is said to be virtually 
maintenance-free for the user, the idea 
being for (he vehicle to stay in service 
at Ihe lowest possible cost. 

This remarkable new chassis senses 
the situation and reacts to compensate, 
no matter how severe the conditions are. 
The manufacturer has subjected this 
vehicle to extensive testing with the 
customer present as a witness on several 
occasions. 

FIELD TRIALS: MrBookerT. Burley, 
Operations Manager of the Atlanta 
Airport was picked up one morning from 
the airport, driven directly two hours into 
the testarea which was another half hour 
from the nearest highway. He rode in 
the vehicle, noticing the glutinous mud 
conditions, acceleration, high speeds 
off-road and flat-out on road- 
cornering manoeuvres. 

"During this particular test, we actually 
lost one of the support all-wheel-drive 
vehicles; its axles were buried in a mud 
pit. Wecould notfind it," comments Ralph 
Colet. "We had to be guided bv our offices 

The K/l 5 jaguar features the COLE! Powerflow turre! 

capable of reaching 300 feet at over I,800gpm. 

85 miles (137km) away, via cellphones. 
By the time we found it two recovery 
vehicles had tried to pull it out and failed. 

'The Colet K/15 Jaguar towed it out 
with ease, as Mr. Burley watched viathe 
on-board monitors from the comfort of 
the cockpit. Through the rest of the day 
the once shiny K/15 was practically 
brown and had logged miles of testing. 
It was late in the evening on the way back 
to civilisation that I realised we never 
even stopped to eat. What a way to treat a 
customer!" 

SUSPENSION & CHASSIS: The 
Suspension is a low-maintenance type 
which requires no grease and uses 
components which have been proven 
over millions upon millions of miles.'The 
reliability and ride is unparalleled, unlike 
the conventional leaf springs orstandard 
independents that require periodic 
replacements, and compromise on and 
off-road handling," says Ralph Colet. 

One of the most innovative features of 
the Colet truck is its solid unit chassis, a 
space frame monocoque type found in 
today's Formula One and Indianapolis 
race cars.These have been developed to 
take a lot of abuse, yet remain light, 
stronpv and safe This is similar to lnrlai/s_ 

fighter aircraft. 
A lighter structure means better 

performance given the same power. 
Much effort on braking safety has been 
incorporated into the chassis - the active 
control of the suspension increases 
traction/tyre grip and balance of the 
vehicle. 

The K/15 Jaguar chassis also lowers 
the centre of gravity (increasing 
stability) an unprecedented amount by 
allowing the water tank to be lowered 
40 inches (101.6cm) in an industry 
where 86" (219cm) is common. 

WHAT'S IT LIKE TO DRIVE? 
Millions of dollars have been spent on 
engineering the vehicle to provide the 
feel and comfort of a grand touring truck. 
You sit behind the tilt/telescoping 
steering wheel, you see virtually 
everywhere, and where you can't the 
threeTV monitors will display thescene 
in front of you. All the instruments are 
readily visible as is the heads-up display 
and the forward-looking infrared 
monitor for night operations. 

As the motor turns over, you can 
immediately feel the solid, silent 
structure around you, sounds resulting 
f r om  the acoustic tuning,  and 
reminiscent of the hushed throb of the 

Interior of the Jaguar boasts upholstered finish, air 

conditioning, and image-enhancing CRT monitors for left 
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FIRE FIGHTERS TUNICS AND OVERTROUSERS 

Lightweight * Breathable * Waterproof 

SARC Ltd is a long established supplier of protective clothing to the Military, Police and Fire-Fighting Services 

in the UK. Now, after consultation with leading British Fire Brigades, SARC has developed a new range of 

protective garments which exceed the requirements of new European Standards and which are suitable for 

use in fire-fighting operations worldwide. Expert design, state-of-the-art laminated fabrics, and extensive 

laboratory and field testing have resulted in a range of fire-fighting clothing which offers increased protection 

and greater wearer comfort than many currently available. 

For Further Information Contact: Alex McAllister 
Agency and Distribution Enquiries Welcome. 
SARC Ltd., 4 Manson Place, East Kilbride, Glasgow G75 OQW Tel: 013552 29977 Fax: 013552 65363 

 

Instatak system which 
eliminates water hammer and, 
calibrated with the entire 
firefighting system, allows 
infinitely variable flow rates 
within the pumping parameters 
available (300 gpm to ISOOgpm) 
e i ther  on demand  by the 
operator ,  or by selective 
programming only; 

* A 450 Ibs. dry chemical 
system provides easy access for 
further agent replacements 
-such as easy service nitrogen 
cylinder access located low to 
the ground, as well as 
custom-developed powder 
loading access; 

* There are two 2 '/V' side 
discharges, two 2 Va" tank fill 
connections, and two 1 Va" 
foam fill connections, with 200 
f ee t  of 1 

3
/4" water/foam 

handline; 
* There is also 100 feet of 1" d ry  

chemical handl ine ,  w/aluminium 
electric rewind-reel; 

* Onboard Auxiliary Power Unit 7.5 
kwdiesel supplies, 120volt AC power plus 
exterior 120-volt receptacles for power 
tools, lights etc. 

* Computerised foam proportioning 
unit. 

COMPARTMENTS: Unique to this 
crash truck are two highly accessible 
rescue-type compartments. Two above 
rear wheel compartments are also used 
for used storage, while the nitrogen 
propellant bottle stores are at the lowest 
part of the vehicle. Virtually everything 
is made accessible. Everything is 
thoughtfully laid out, both in the interest 
of the user and to keep the centre of 
gravity low to improve safety. 

ONBOARD FEATURES: These 
include: 

* An all-weather night vision system 
(FLIR/Forward Looking Infrared) 

designed to -assist driver/crew to 
possibly navigate in low visibility 
situations, such as fog or smoke; 

* GPS (Global Positioning System) 
which provides valuable mapping 
information on airport facilities, as well 
as the immediate vicinity adjacent to the 
airport. The potential applications 
currently being developed for this 
system include tower-vehicle 
communication via mapping information 
(which could allow emergency 
information such as an off-site crash 
location to be transmitted and displayed 
through the system; 

* Full factory air-conditioning; 
* Full air recirculation and 1200 cfm 

defrosters; 
* Also available is an automatic tyre 

pressure control and Central Tyre 
Inflation System. 

RELIABILITY: The K/15 Jaguar 
vehicle has been in continuous service 
at the Hartsfield Atlanta International 
Airport for a year now, and it has logged 
almost the equivalent of five years 
use-hours without a failure. The 
reliability, unequalled factory support, 
training and lowest cost to own/operate 
factor has been so impressive that the 
Atlanta Airport has placed an order for 
at least seven more Colet K/Series 
Jaguars. Three K/15sandfourof the 
latestmodels of the 4000 gallon K-40M. 

Atlanta Airport is renowned for its high 
level of Aircraft Rescue expertise and 
firefighting capabilities. Its firefighters 
train hard, and are never too shy to take 
the first step into the future. 

"We're enjoying a level of safety that 
we've never had before on top of 
everything," comments Atlanta Airport 
Fire Chief, Charlie L. Duncan. "We 
expect to provide the highest level of 
protection, especially with the 1996 
Olympics coming to Atlanta." 

More information on the Colet range? 
Circle No.115. • 

The vehicle's triangular shape Is designed fo enhance frontal impact 

protection. 

structural integrity as well as a rapid refill 
tower allows the tank to be filled rapidly 
at higher pressures without restricting 
pump suction; 

• Low restriction wet sump suction 
allows for wider band pump parameters, 
and eliminates unnecessary structural 
forces for greater vehicle longevity; 

• An exclusive COLET Powerflow 
turret provides unparalleled range, 
power and versatility, says COLET. Due 
to the entire low restriction system the 
Powerflow has been tested to reach over 
300ft (92m), at over ISOOgpm (6,813 
1pm). Automatic foam, fogstream, 360° 
horizontal sweep, and 85° to -28° of 
vertical elevation; 

* The Powerflow is a solidly-built, 
dynamically loaded,  shake-free,  
automatic, self-levelling power turret 
system. It is lightweight and has built-in 
redundant systems to cover the entire 
range of discharge. 

* Another COLET exclusive is the 

 

 


